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XX International Chopin &
Friends Festival
November 9 - November 18, 2018

The International Chopin & Friends Festival in New York showcases innovative artists who emulate Chopin in uniting the traditional and the modern, the
young and the mature, the national and the universal, and all the art forms.
New York Dance & Arts Innovations, Inc. (NYDAI) is the founding sponsor of
this popular fall celebration.

Anna Domanska – Director, Polish Cultural Institute, Aga Zaryan –
Vocalist, Kuba Cichocki – Pianist, Agata Golubieska, Maciej Golubiewski
– Consul General of the Republic of Poland in New York, Marian Żak –
President of NYDAI
The XX INTERNATIONAL CHOPIN & FRIENDS FESTIVAL
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This, year marks our XX International Chopin and Friends Festival. It is
serendipity, that this year we also celebrate the 100th anniversary of Poland’s independence. It was in 1918 that Poland regained its sovereignty
from the German, Austrian and Russian empires; after disappearing from
the world map for over a 100 years. It is due to the constant patriotic
movement of my fellow Poles, activists, artists, militants and alike, that
today I and millions of others proudly call ourselves Poles.
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I have dedicated my life to the arts because artistic expression under
oppressive rule is often the only vehicle to freedom. For over twenty
years, I was a principal ballet dancer in some of the most renowned
Polish theaters. I have choreographed both classical and modern ballet
performances, often expressing my own frustration with the political
system and other social injustices of that time. After I immigrated to New
York, I began to teach dance on Broadway, in higher education institutions and for over two decades now I continue to teach dance in New York
public schools (DOB). Teaching dance although gratifying, was not enough
to fulfill my vision. Thus, over 20 years ago with a few extraordinary
colleagues, and the unwavering support of my family, I founded New York
Dance & Arts Innovations (NYDAI). Since its inception, NYDAI has served
as a platform for cultural exchange for Polish and international artists in
various genres; allowing for freedom of artistic expression and creating
a forum for discussion and cultural exchanges between a multinational
group of artist and audiences.

Virtual Reality

26

THEATRE PANOPTICUM GRAND FINALE:
& GUESTS:
Celebration of Women

Woman's Victory

In light of the Centenary of
Women's Right to Vote in
Poland
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Without activism, freedom quickly ceases to exist. Art in all of its forms is
activism at its best. It is through the arts that the most venerable voices
get heard and acknowledged. Art serves as a vehicle of expression and
mode of dialogue for the often muffled voices of women, minority ethnic
or religious groups, and all those suffering from any form of oppression.
Thus, artists often are the sparks, which ignite revolutions and bring
about change. In light of this, I dedicate the XX International Chopin and
Friends Festival to the 100th Anniversary of Poland’s Independence and
to the resilience of women, minority ethnic, religious groups and all of
those who, despite what history has taught us, still have to fight for basic
human rights, freedom and autonomy.
I am extremely humbled and grateful to all of our sponsors, supporters,
and volunteers who have enable NYDAI to continue to be a beacon of
light for artists and audiences in New York for over two decades now. I
extend, my deepest gratitude to the Consulate General of the Republic of
Poland, for serving as the honorary patron of the festival and for opening
the beautiful salons of the consulate to us each year. A very special thank
you to the Polish and Slavic Center (PSC) and the Polish and Slavic Federal Credit Union (PSFCU) for their generous and fateful financial support.
I invite you all to join us for an unforgettable artistic journey during the
XX International Chopin & Friends Festival.
Sincerely yours,
Marian Żak
President of NYDAI
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GALA CONCERT:

Compositions of Sound and Form

When:

Where:

Friday, November 9, 2018 at 8 PM
*Free Admission
Please arrive at 7 PM for better seats

Consulate General of the
Republic of Poland
233 Madison Avenue
(Jan Karski corner)
New York, NY 10016

Exhibition:
Piotr Powietrzynski - Photography
Katarzyna Gumpert - Curator
Magdalena Filipczak – violin
Alice Chenyang Xu – piano
Program
W. Lutosławski - Subito (1992)
A. Previn - Tango, Song and Dance (1997)
H. Wieniawski - Fantaisie brillante sur des motifs de l' opéra Faust de
Gounod, Op 20
		Intermission
R. Schumann - Sonata No. 2 in D minor, Op 121
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ziemlich langsam - lebhaft
Sehr lebhaft
Leise, einfach
Bewegt

Magdalena Filipczak - Polish violinist Magdalena
Filipczak has performed in the UK (including Wigmore Hall, Barbican Hall, St Martin in the Fields,
St John’s Smith Square), Europe (among others
Het Concertgebouw, Tallinn Philharmonic, Cracow
Philharmonic, Baltic Philharmonic), as well as the
USA (Carnegie Hall), Canada and South America. Magdalena is a recipient of CUNY Graduate Center Fellowship, where she studies violin with
Daniel Phillips and Donald Weilerstein, as well as voice with Robert White,
and is a DMA in Performance candidate. Recently she won the First Prize
at the 2017 US International Concerto Competition, Gold Prize of 2018
International Manhattan Music Competition joining Manhattan Concert
Artists Agency Roster, and Silver Prize at 2018 Berliner International
Music Competition. As a young creator of culture, and for her numerous
competition successes, she was awarded ‘Young Poland’ Scholarship by
the Polish Ministry of Culture. Magdalena has recorded for TV and Radio
stations including the BBC Radio 3, Dutch Radio 4, Chicago WFMT. She has
performed with artists such as Peter Frankl, Clive Greensmith, Gilbert
Kalish, London Mozart Trio, Nicholas Mann, Charles Neidich, Roger Tapping,
Vivian and Donald Weilerstein. THE STRAD wrote about Magdalena’s debut
disc ‘Essence of Violin’ - ‘...glittering...beguiling...captivating...hauntingly
atmospheric’. Magdalena has also been featured on three CDs of chamber
music by Second Viennese School Composers on Etcetera, recorded at the
Banff Arts Centre. With the Royal Northern Sinfonia she recorded solos for
‘Songs to the North Sky’ by Grammy Award composer Tim Garland. Recently she recorded the next disc with Tim Garland, “The Weather Walker”,
and Two CDs with music by Peter Gregson: “Quartets: One” and “Quartets:
Two”. Magdalena graduated from the Guildhall School, where she studied
violin with Krzysztof Śmietana. She also studied classical voice with John
Evans at the Guildhall. Magdalena taught at the City University of London,
Trinity Laban Conservatoire, and has given masterclasses in Brazil, Yellow Barn’s YAP, and as a part of Perlman Music Program’s Residencies.
She teaches violin and chamber music at Aaron Copland School of Music
(Queens College) in New York.

Alice Chenyang Xu, has performed as a soloist and
chamber musician and Germany, the USA, Canada, and in
the Chinese cities of Hong Kong, Chengdu, Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, and others since her solo debut in 1996.
Xu’s performances have been broadcasted on WFMT
frequently in the past few years. Most recently, Xu performed with the Borromeo String Quartet in New England
Conservatory’s Jordan Hall. She has collaborated with
the Chicago Chamber Musicians (CCM) and has performed in Orchestra
Hall at Chicago Symphony Center, the Dame Myra Hess Memorial Concert
Series in Preston Bradley Hall at the Chicago Cultural Center, the Chicago
Auditorium Theatre, Corbett Auditorium in Cincinnati, Hochschule Musik
Hall in Leipzig, and Jordan Hall in Boston. Xu is the second prize winner
of the 2004 Southern Missouri International Piano Competition, third prize
winner in the 2nd SEILER International Piano Competition in Germany.
She was awarded the Dorothy Hinton Congleton Memorial Presidential
Scholarship for two consecutive years at NEC and selected as one of the
two fullscholarship students at NEC to participate in The International
Mendelssohn Academy at the Hochschule für Musik und Theatre in Leipzig,
Germany. She has performed with Lucy Shelton, Anthony Marwood, John
Myerscough, and Christina Dahl at Yellow Barn Summer Music Festival.
She has coached with George Crumb on his set of piano work Makrokosmos and has played for former Secretary of State Colin Powell under the
auspices of the Eisenhower Fellowships at the 2006 Northeast Asia Regional Program Seminar. Xu entered The Curtis Institute of Music in 2004.
She studied with Seymour Lipkin and held the Yvonne K. Druian Fellowship. Xu continued her piano studies with Meng-Chieh Liu and Winston Choi
at Roosevelt University Chicago College of Performing Arts in 2009 and
studied under the tutelage of Wha-Kyung Byun and Russell Sherman at
New England Conservatory. She is currently pursuing a Doctor for Musical
Arts with Vivian Weilerstein at NEC. Aside from performing, Xu teaches at
the Tufts University Community Music Program and actively performs with
instrumentalists and vocalists in the Greater Boston area.
Kasia Gumpert (b. Poland) is a New York-based artist and
independent curator. Her specializations are focused on
curating and managing arts aiming at the collaboration to
create networks between artists and cultural institutions.
Her fields of interests are: photography, installation and
time based media work.
This year the curatorial program for the 20th International Chopin and
Friends Festival has been designed by Kasia Gumpert. She has curated
the photography show: Gala Concert Compositions of Sound and Formincluding Piotr Powietrzynski's photography exhibition at the Consulate
General of the Republic of Poland on the 9th of November. Moreover, she
is responsible for the New Vision: Virtual Reality event held on the 15th
of November and featuring many Polish emerging artists such as Dream
Adoption Society and PUSSYKREW. Gumpert has originated the idea and
has provided the curatorial consulting for the exhibition of New Vision:
Images of Sound that shows the artist Aneta Kosin’s retrospective posters
exhibition Realizations on the 16th of November at the Consulate General
of the Republic of Poland.
Kasia Gumpert graduated with a BFA in Art and Film Studies from Hunter
College (2010) in New York and received her MFA in Advanced Photography
Studies from the International Center of Photography –
Bard College (2014). She works as a Director's Assistant at Postmasters
Gallery and Contemporary Posters Gallery.
Gumpert's projects have been exhibited internationally, including the
shows at the International Center of Photography (NY), Trestle Gallery (NY),
Copro Gallery (Los Angeles) and Breve/Marso Gallery (Mexico City). She
has also presented work at the Museum of Modern Art (Warsaw, Poland),
Neue Galerie (Augsburg, Germany), Fresh From Polish Paradise - Tbilisi
Photo Festival, (Tbilisi, Georgia), Cosmos (Arles, France), and at Paris Photo
(Paris, France).

www.magdalenaﬁlipczak.com
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Piotr Powietrzyński discovered his passion and talent for
photography while working in the darkroom during his
college years in his native Poland. Soon after he’d received
Master of Science degree in Computer Science, he put the
diploma in a drawer and decided to pursue a career in arts.
In 1990, he moved to the capital of photography New York
City, where he lives until today.
Piotr has had numerous exhibitions and press publications in the U.S. and
abroad. Hundreds of his images were offered by major stock agencies:
Getty Images, Alamy Images, and AGEfotostock. He is a recipient of numerous awards, e.g. a three-time winner of Hasselblad Super Circuit, Austria,
a two-time winner of Mazda Photo Contest, Japan, and an awardee of
International Photography Award, Los Angeles.
Powietrzyński’s scientific background and his appreciation of precise
planning can be felt in his photos, instantly recognizable by their elegant,
well-thought-out composition. In some of his works he utilized painstaking collage technique (recently – the Photoshop). The professionals will
appreciate Piotr’s technical perfection achieved by using the best available
optics and cameras, and by long hours of work in an atelier, in a darkroom,
and in front of a computer screen.
Powietrzyński doesn’t care to catch the moment, to be in the middle of the
action. Rather, his photos are well thought-out and carefully composed
illustrations of some vague ideas. His images seem to be pensive and calm,
and yet some of them have traces of melancholy and uneasiness.

All Images©2018 Piotr Powietrzynski
www.piotr-powietrzynski.com
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ARCHITECTURE OF ART:
Compositions of Sound and Form

When:

Where:

Saturday, November 10, 2018 at 7 PM
*Free Admission

Polish and Slavic Center
177 Kent Street
Brooklyn, NY 11222

Exhibition:
Bolek Ryzinski: Wayward Cube – kinetic sculpture
Ahmed Wafik – Photography on canvas – Architecture & Landscape
Tio Lim -Jazz from Cracow with Guest Artist Lukas Wronski
Katarzyna Joanna Sperczynska – singing Broadway Songs
Kevin David Thomas - piano
Bolek Ryzinski was born and raised on the Polish Island of
Wolin in the Baltic Sea. He earned an architectural degree
in 1977 from the Polytechnic University of Szczecin, Poland.
While a student at the University of Szczecin, he taught
drawing classes. After graduating, he spent a year in Paris
drawing portrait in Montmartre. In 1980 he completed a five
year program in Academy of Fine Arts in Gdansk, Poland.
He emigrated to the United States in 1980 and worked for
a few years at SOM in NYC. In 1983, he launched his architectural practice and in 1995 he founded ABR Builders, a NYC construction
firm. He lives in Westport, Connecticut.
http://www.bolekryzinski.com
Drawn to the beauty of decayed trees, Bolek seeks to reveal each found
tree’s complexity, mystery and elegance and by so doing revitalize and extend the tree’s remarkable life. By sculpting each tree’s unique roots, scars
and textures he reveals its more discreet, secretive and dynamic nature.
Ahmed Wafik is an Egyptian architect who lives and
works in Brooklyn, New York. Practicing architecture
has provided him with a platform to analyze, reflect and
design which has furthered his interest in photography.
His photos are often reflective of history and architecture
as patterns and forms are his biggest inspiration. He
sees photography as a method of defining and exploring patterns in the
surrounding environment from micro to macro. Ahmed is now conducting
research on the influence of specific geometric forms and patterns on the
human emotional, physical and mental well-being. In addition his other
research interests include the individual perception of “Beauty”. For many
it is either absolute or relative, but for him it is a matter of patterns that
are yet to be explored.
In this exhibition “Architecture & Landscape”, Ahmed presents images from
three major metropolitan hubs of the world: his new home town New York;
Rome, Italy and Paris, France. Ahmed is delighted that the 20th International Chopin & Friends Festival is hosting his photography exhibition, and
is thrilled for the opportunity to be part of this special artistic event.
awafik@ahmedwafik.com
www.ahmedwafik.com
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LIM Trio
Performs new compositions and arrangements with elements of jazz improvisation inspired by folk music from the Limanowa region in southern
Poland.
The musicians present well-known folk melodies, passed down from
generation to generation, such as: "One Dolinecka", "U Kowala", “ Hej Bystra
woda”or "Flows from Podhale", as well as original compositions by Krystian Jaworz- like the song titled: "Fang sausage". As the artists themselves
emphasize, the mountainous nature mixed with the colors of modernity
and jazz harmony give a new picture of inspiration from the Polish folklore.
Each of the musicians comes from the same region and have known each
other for many years. They decided to create this unique project inspired
by their regional folk music.
"LIM trio- the ensemble has made no short cuts in their artistry. New doors
are being opened for them. Their work is like musical puzzles combining
jazz, folk, Impressionism, post- modernism, film music and God knows
what else. Each of these elements is already great in its entirety. When put
together they create a deep, intelligent universe". Polish News.
ARTISTS:
Renata Borucka - violin,
Magda Pluta - cello,
Krystian Jaworz- piano, compositions
Featured guest artist: Lukasz Wronski- fiddle, vocal, flute.
Renata Borucka – violin
Ms. Borucka is a violinist trained both classically and
as a jazz musician. A versatile artist, she performs
various types of music from classic to modern, jazz
and tangos. A graduate of the Instrumental Department of the Cracow Academy of Music, the Academy of Music in Katowice,
and the Staaliche Hochschule fuer Musick und Darstelende Kunst Stuttgart, Germany, Renata is a permanent member of the Lim Trio, the Marlena
Quartet, the Adam Wroński's Symphonic Orchestra, and Sinfonia Carpathia.
Magda Pluta – cello
Ms. Pluta performs various types of music including classical, jazz and surrealistic. A graduate of the
Cracow Academy of Music, she has made numerous
recordings with such artists as Anna Treter, Jan Hnatowicz, Zbigniew Preisner, Andrzej Zarycki, and the Bester Quartet. She can
be heard on the prestigious New York label Tzadik (with Samech, 2012 and
Bester Quartet, 2013). She is a founding member of the Samech group. She
also performs as part of the Surreal Players duo with Krystian Jaworz, and
with the Lim Trio.
Krystian Jaworz – piano
Mr. Jaworz is a jazz pianist, trumpet player, and a composer trained both classically and as a jazz musician.
He frequently performs with many well-known Polish
artists. A graduate of the Instrumental Department of
the Cracow Academy of Music, he is a Co-founder of the Surreal Players
duo. he also plays in the Max Klezmer Band formations, the Gurgul Band,
the Groove Set, the Lim Trio, and for “Piwnica pod Baranami”, Halina
Franckowiak. He is a pianist of the legendary Polish rock “Pudelsi” band.
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Lukas Wronski – Fiddle, vocal, flute (Detva
fujara), guest artist.
Mr. Wronski is a New York City- based violin
luthier, musician and painter. Upon graduating
from the College of Arts in Zakopane and the I.J.
Paderewski’s Academy of Music in Poznan with the Master of Arts degree
in violin making, Mr. Wronski continued gaining further experience in violin
making in Cremona, which is considered the heart of string instrument
making. In 2009 Lukas moved to New York City to become the owner of the
prestigious Lukas Violins shop. In addition to his duties as a luthier, instrument expert-dealer he also performs and especially enjoys playing and
singing jazz and his home folk tunes “ goralska muzyka”.
His American stage debut took place in Oklahoma in the “Ragtime” Broadway musical and Bluegrass performances. For more information about the
artists, please visit www.lukasviolins.com
Broadway Songs
Katarzyna Joanna Sperczynska - singer
Kevin David Thomas - piano
Katarzyna Joanna Sperczynska, recently graduated
from the unique two-year Professional Musical Theatre
Conservatory Program at New York Film Academy. She
achieved the honor of placement on the Dean's List for
outstanding academic performance. Prior to this she
obtained MFA with great results in classical vocal performance from the prestigious Szymanowski Akademy
of Music in Katowice, Poland. Most recently Katarzyna
made her big-screen debut as a title-contest judge Linnie Lulu (Opera
singer and Spiritual Guru) in an original movie, musical American Dreamin',
directed by T.J. Mannix, with guest actors Thea McCartan, Brian O'Brien
to name a few. Katarzyna also plays Sarah (best friend of Rose) in a short
film Spades of Love directed by Ishola Ljaoribe, emerging NYC filmmaker.
During her studies in New York Katarzyna was cast as Beth, one of the
three leading ladies, in Stephen Sondtheim's Merrily We Roll Along; Olga,
a german lady in Maury Yeston's Nine; and two new musicals' readings:
Jackson Teeley's Arrowhead and Peanut Butter & Cupcake, super fun kids
show based on children's book with the same title by Jill Santopolo, New
York Times Bestselling Author. As a Student Assistant Director, Katarzyna
collaborated with award-winning composer/writer Bobby Cronin on Contemporary Composers Concert during winter New Works Series at NYFA in
February 2018. In April 2018, invited by Kosciuszko Foundation, Katarzyna
performed her classical and musical theatre recital as well as sang Polish
and American National Anthems during the celebration of 100 years of Poland's Independance. She was invited by Janusz Sporek as a guest singer
at the final concert of the Greenpoint Music Education Center. Katarzyna
had a privilege to sing both Polish and American National Anthems as well
as God Bless America and Polish equivalent Boże coś Polskę during 80th
Pulaski Day Parade Banquet; Polish and American National Anthems during 45th Anniversary of Polish & Slavic Center; and during 99th anniversary of Poland's Independance at The Consulate General of the Republic
of Poland in New York City. Before coming to New York, one of her biggest
roles was Carlotta (Prima Donna) in Phantom of the Opera alongside West
End great actors during London Musical Theatre Orchestra's play-through
projects. Prior to that Katarzyna performed with classical repertoire
mainly in Europe: Czech Republic, France, United Kingdom and, of course,
Poland. For more info you can follow Katarzyna on Facebook & Instagram
as @officiallykatarzynaand subscribe to her YouTube channel.
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Kevin David Thomas is an actor, singer, music
director, and arts educator. He last performed on
Broadway in the revival of Sir Trevor Nunn’s production of A Little Night Music (cast recording),
sharing the stage with Catherine Zeta-Jones,
Angela Lansbury, and then subsequently Bernadette Peters and Elaine Stritch. Kevin was also seen on Broadway in
the first revival of Les Misèrables after touring the nation in the original
Third National Tour. He has also performed extensively at regional theaters
across the country.
As a musician, he assisted the music director/supervisor on the Broadway production of A Tale of Two Cities, Town Hall’s Pamela’s First Musical
(starring Donna Murphy), and served as assistant music supervisor for the
US national tour of Little House on the Prairie (starring Melissa Gilbert).
He served as music director on the world premiere of My 80-Year-Old Boyfriend (Merrimack Repertory Theatre) as well as the music supervisor of
the world premiere Marvelous Wonderettes: Dream On (STAGES Repertory
Theatre; cast recording). Kevin has hosted, music directed, and accompanied cabarets and concerts throughout New York City (Below 54, Green
room 42, Town Hall) and across the county.
As an educator, Kevin has taught, accompanied, and music directed extensively at the Professional Conservatory of Musical Theater. He spent much
of 2011 in Moscow, Russia teaching and music directing at the Russian
Theater Academy (GITIS). Kevin has music directed and taught at various
universities, regional theaters, and across the world from Shanghai, China
to Rio De Janeiro, Brazil. He has a bachelor of music from Baldwin Wallace
University’s Conservatory of Music.

PROUD SPONSOR OF THE FESTIVAL:
Zygmunt Staszewski, PE, FSFPE
President
Z.S. Engineering D.P.C. Fire Protection Engineers
99 Tulip Avenue, Suite 102, Floral Park NY 11001
Tel. 516 328 3200, Email: staszewski@zsengineering.com
Web Site: www.zsengineering.com
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NEW VISION:

Lin Jing is a New York City based artist;
lives and works in United States and China.

Virtual Reality

When:

Where:

Thursday, November 15, 2018 at 7 PM
*Free Admission

Jerome L. Green Science Center
3227 Broadway
New York, NY 10027

Virtual Reality
Daqi Fang is a Chinese multi-media visual artist,
photographer and graduate of MFA Photography,
Video and Related Media at School of Visual Arts. His
interests lie in the digital era, fantasy for nature environment and human’s interactivity with it, his work
has been widely showed in different countries and on
numerous publications. He lives and works in New York.
Plastic Utopia III - Using satellite imagery, Daqi Fang has created a threedimensional collaged landscape, offering experiences of a fictional island
from different perspectives. With a video projection, a holographic projection,
a virtual reality tour, and a handwritten diary, Daqi explores the boundaries between real and representative nature by creating a specific place and
recording his emotional responses to it.
DREAM ADOPTION SOCIETY is an artistic collective based in Warsaw, Poland, focused on virtual
and augmented reality in the context of theater,
performance and contemporary art exploring new
technologies to create immersive, performative
experiences.
Krzysztof Garbaczewski - Director and Founder
Marta Nawrot - VR designer
Jagoda Wójtowicz - VR designer
Maciej Gniady - Programmer and graphic designer
Robert Mleczko - Video and graphic designer
Jan Strumiłło - Set Designer and Visual Artist
Jan Duszyński - Music Composer
Paweł Smagała - Actor
Wojtek Markowski – Producer
Dream Adoption Society brings the VR installation based on the Raymond
Roussel's novel into contemporary focus. In Locus Solus, VR enables a participant to enter a dream world inhabited by numerous cerebral clones and
become the narrative agent, setting off explosions or spinning these actions
into reverse. Guided by their shepherd, Martial Canterel through narrative
and interactive experience our cerebral clone becomes transformed into an
eternal life form.
Kasia Gumpert (b. Poland) is a New York-based artist and
independent curator.
Gumpert graduated with a BFA in Art and Film Studies from
Hunter College (2010) in New York and received her MFA
from the International Center of Photography-Bard College
(2014). She works as a Director's Assistant at the galleries:
Postmasters and Contemporary Posters.

A Cyborg Orgy
Lin Jing visual inquiry is rooted in human desires,
especially our most instinctive and elemental
desires. She looks at how the inventions that humans conjure up are based
on their desires. In this project, she focuses on exploring a paradoxical
relationship between machine and human. She is attempting to find future
ways to blur the fixed boundary between human and machine, reality and
virtually, and of man and woman by creating a cyborg world – a disembodied world of information and withering of subjectivity.
Laka Reacts is an international network (including
organizations, companies and individual experts)
focused on social impact via design and architecture. Through a comprehensive strategy and with a
support of their Partners, they develop projects and
programs that underline the crucial role of architecture and technology in the process of social change;
they are capable of reacting to unpredictable conditions (environmental, natural, social) and provide safety for its inhabitants.
Karolina Majewska is a visual artist working in New
York and Warsaw. She has MFAs from the Warsaw
Academy of Fine Arts and the School of Visual Art
in NYC. Her recent work has combined VR, spatial
painting, and performance. Karolina investigates
the varied ways that technology manipulates human
perception, as she questions the impact of applied
science upon the human capacity for empathy. Her curiosity has been
inspired by the transformative and teleportative possibilities of VR/AR and
360-degree cameras, as explored in her present digital project, The Cell.
The Cell is an installation, a space, and a three-dimensional painting. The
camera is used to stream video via YouTube simultaneous with artist
presence inside the room. This provides a mechanism whereby anyone,
anywhere in the world - by means of a simple VR headset - can enter the
room. You can ‘teleport’ from your space into her space.
Meytar Moran is a multidisciplinary artist and the
creative director at vrWiz, her recently co-founded
Virtual Reality production studio. She is based in
New York and graduated from the MFA program in
the Photography, Video and Related Media at The
School of Visual Arts, NY (May '17). She received a BFA in photography
(July, '13) from Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design, Jerusalem.
Down The Pixel Hole began as a search for anomalies in the digital matrix
of Google Sky and the tracing of conspiracy theories regarding censorship
of objects and stars within the sky maps. The project developed into a VR
experience, allowing for an immersive journey inside a personal interpretation of the essence of outer-space through the materialization of digital
photographic layers from which the Google Sky fabric is constructed. The
experience of falling through the envisioned large-scaled empty pixels
allows for an exhilarating discovery that is both terrifying and surreal as it
is sublime.

Interface explores the relationship between science and technology juxtaposed with the feeling of empathy. Working through carefully composed
personal narratives that utilize the connection between photography and
collage, Gumpert is interested in creating layered public scenarios with
intimate private moments that generate a new territory from conventional
interpretation of reality.
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Alessandro Teoldi is a New York-based artist born
in Milan, Italy. His practice encompasses installation, sculpture, photography, and textiles. Teoldi
received his MFA from ICP-Bard College, New York
and a BA in Photography from Istituto Europeo di
Design, Milan.
Untitled (American Airlines and British Airways) is a work where Teoldi
transforms simple, everyday materials – in this case inflight blankets – into
intimate meditations on love and loss, legitimacy and difference, inviting
viewers to consider whose bodies matter. He has been collecting traveling
blankets for quite a while now, looting them from his trips or buying them
online.

2016
2016

TIME ZONE SNAP is a photography and VR project
created by Anna Granacka and Weronika Marciniak.
Have you ever wondered what is happening on the
other side of the globe in this moment? Would you
become a different person if you lived somewhere
else?
Ania and Weronika are architects and best friends, both grew up in Warsaw. Although living in different parts of the globe, separated by 12 hours
time difference they remain friends able to merge their NYC-HK realities
trough a series of pictures taken at the same time. Using nothing more
but a smartphone they communicate daily and trade photographs to get a
glimpse of each other’s lives.
PUSSYKREW are Polish immersive media artists
and video directors: Ewelina Aleksandrowicz and
Andrzej Wojtas. Creating multimedia installations,
audio-visual experiences and sculptures, Pussykrew explores spaces in
between digital and physical realms blending fluid identities and futuristic
landscapes through experimentation with 3D animation and 3D scanning.
Their fascination for virtual environments and physical experiences motivates them to play with deconstructed digital images and cinematic poetry,
using the traditional language of painting. By merging with these various
planes of reality, they create new forms that are constantly in the process
of evolution.
the bliss of metamorphing collapse (VR experience, AR App) is the immersive universe of postgender organisms in the process of evolution.
Pussykrew is re-imagining the future post-human landscape, new living
beings, and their ecosystem. Artists are using real-time graphics and VR
sculpting tools, to create new supernatural sceneries, where newly evolved
gender-free organisms became the augmented hybrids of a body, technology, nature and the sentient sense of the past.
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NEW VISION:
Images of sound

When:

Where:

Friday, November 16, 2018 at 8 PM
*Free Admission
Please arrive at 7 PM for better seats

Consulate General of the
Republic of Poland
233 Madison Avenue
(Jan Karski corner)
New York, NY 10016

Exhibition:
Aneta Kosin - Poster
Katarzyna Gumpert - Curator
Nicholas Kaponyas - Piano
Program:
Chopin: Nocturne Opus 9 No. 1
Górecki: Piano Sonata Opus 64
The Four Corners Ensemble (4CE)
1. Frederic Chopin: Prelude C - Major op.28 no.1 (1839)
2. Jakub Polaczyk (Poland/USA): Styrophonic Willows for ensemble (2018)
3. Ye Leishuo (China): Solidification of the Autumn for flute and viola (2017)
4. Shuying Li (China/USA): Qongqothwane for solo flute and ensemble (2018)
5. Shyuing Li (China/USA): American Variations for solo clarinet and chamber ensemble (2018)
6. Richard Heller (Austria): Drei Minaturen op.19 for violin and piano (1982)
7. Marcel Chyrzynski (Poland): In C for clarinet, viola and piano (1996)
8. Karol Osman (Poland): Whisper in Purple for violin, viola and piano
(2017)
9. Frederic Chopin: Barcarolle F# - Major op.60 (1846)
As the new Music Director of the International Chopin and Friends Festival,
I am honored and thrilled to present to you the 20th edition of the festival
music program! In this edition, I hope to celebrate with you the history and
tradition of Polish music exemplified by Frederic Chopin’s work. At the
same time, I would like to introduce you to the international contemporary
music landscape, to showcase how today's composers find their roots in
classical music, and grow from it.
This year marks the 100th anniversary of the independence of Poland.
The festival resonates with this theme by promoting independence and
freedom in art. We have invited guests from different cultural backgrounds
to celebrate this independence with us while embracing diversity in the
music world. One such example is the Four Corners Ensemble - a multicultural American ensemble directed by Chinese-American composer
Shuying Li. The ensemble consists of 6 emerging talents from 5 Countries
(Australia, China, UK, South Korea & USA) on 4 Continents (Asia, Australia,
Europe & America), trained by 3 world-class musical institutes (Juilliard,
New England Conservatory & University of Michigan). Four Corners will
premiere a new piece I composed specifically for the 100th Anniversary
of the Independence of Poland, entitled Styrophonic Willows. In addition,
director Shuying Li has also composed a new flute mini-concerto, alluding
to different cultures, and Marcel Chrzynski's IN C as a birthday gift to the
composer's teacher, M. Stachowski, and his love of the music of the grandfather of classical music W.A. Mozart.
Moreover, we are launching our very first edition of “New Vision - Chopin and Friends International Composition Competition!” This year, three
winning works were chosen by invited jury members: Marcel Chyrzynski,
16
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Director of Theory and Composition at the Music Academy of Krakow, Four
Corners Ensemble, and myself. A performance of each jury members' work
and the winning compositions of the competition will take place at the Polish Consulate. The competition received 74 submissions and has attracted
composers from Asia, America and Europe to participate.
I hope that everyone will find something for themselves in this dialogue between the old and the new, tradition and modernity, classical and contemporary. In the future, we plan to continue to introduce nuanced ideas and
multi-media elements into the festival. We look forward to your participation and support to develop this gem of Polish heritage into a long standing
beacon in the New York artistic & cultural scene.
Sincerely yours,
Jakub Polaczyk
Music Director of the International Chopin and Friends Festival
Results of the 20th International Chopin & Friends Festival Composition Competition “New Vision” (Jury: Joshua Anderson, Joachim Angster,
Marcel Chyrzynski, Jakub Polaczyk, Shyuing Li, Siyuan Li)
1st Prizes:
Richard Heller (Austria): Drei Miniaturen
Ye Leishuo (China): Solidifacttion of the Autumn
Karol Osman (Poland): Whisper in Purple
2nd Prizes:
Baldwin Giang (USA): You in me, me in you
Tomasz Skweres (Poland): Deuterium
Jee Seo (South Korea): 4 Pieces
3rd Prizes:
Xu Tang (China): JI
Caterina di Cecca (Italy): Filigrane Scarlatte
Andre Bregegere (USA): Vol de nuit

The Four Corners Ensemble (4CE) was founded to promote new music
and cultural diversity. With each member originally came from a different country and cultural background, we are dedicated to the mission of
cultivating diversities and international collaboration through creating and
performing new music with musicians from different cultures, and bringing high-quality concert experience to our audience.
4CE has been featured in collaborated with the Hartford Opera Theater, the
Shanghai Conservatory of Music, and has also initiated the first Operation
Opera festival at the University of Michigan where the premiered 8 contemporary operas with musicians coming from all over the world.
4CE future engagements include residency in the 20th International Chopin
and Friends Festival sponsored by New York Dance & Arts Innovations,
and the 4CE World Map series in which each member will perform as
soloist of new composed concertos featuring his/her cultural identity, as
well as individual experience and reflection upon living in a world of mass
globalization.
Shuying Li – Composer, Artistic Director of 4CE - Praised
as “a real talent here waiting to emerge” (Seattle Times),
Shuying Li is an award-winning composer whose compositions have been performed by Seattle Symphony
Orchestra, New Jersey Symphony Orchestra, Wellesley
Conference Chamber Orchestra, Orkest de ereprijs
(Netherlands), Norfolk Contemporary Ensemble, Avanti! Chamber Orchestra (Finland), ICon Arts Ensemble (Romania), Cecilia Quartet (Canada),
Donald Sinta Quartet, 15.19. Ensemble (Italy), Ascanio Quartet (Italy), Atlas
Ensemble (Netherlands), University of Cincinnati Wind Orchestra, Hartt
Wind Ensemble, etc. Most recently, Shuying has been commissioned by
the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra to write a new piece for a Carneige Hall
premiere in December 2017. In addition, named one of the three resident
composers in the Composer Librettist Development Program with the
American Lyric Theater in their 2017-2018 season, Shuying will write a
one-act opera being produced by ALT in May 2018.
Personal website: http://shuyingli.com.
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Quongqothwane was composed for flutist Merryl Neille. Qongqothwane is a
traditional song of the Xhosa people of South Africa. It is sung at weddings
to bring good fortune. In the western world it is mainly known as The Click
Song, a nickname given to the song by European colonials who could not
pronounce its Xhosa title, which has many click consonants in it. The Xhosa
title literally means "knock-knock beetle", which is a popular name for
various species of darkling beetles that make a distinctive knocking sound
by tapping their abdomens on the ground. These beetles are believed by
the Xhosa to bring good luck and rain. In this work, composer Shuying Li
mingled the unique clicking sound with flute into the fantasy on the theme
developed from Qongqothwane to create various musical landscapes in
different colors.
American Variations is a set of variations based on an original theme, in
different American musical styles — jazz, ragtime, experimental, and pop/
rock & roll. It was written for clarinetist Joshua Anderson. The overall
structure depicts a metaphoric journey through different times in America,
in both macro and micro levels, depending on audience’s own understandings and perceptions. When we are in a strange time, we still have a choice
— to sing, to play, to make some noise to be heard by the world.
Erika Boysen - Flutist - Dr. Erika Boysen is the Assistant
Professor of Flute at the University of North Carolina
Greensboro where she enjoys performing in a variety of
chamber, orchestral and improvisation-based ensembles, championing music of living composers. In demand
as a performer and clinician, she has been a featured
artist at the Hampton Roads Flute Faire, Raleigh Area Flute Association,
Montana Flute Festival, Tennessee Technological University Flute Day,
Eastern Carolina Flute Symposium, Iowa Flute Festival and University of
Virginia Flute Forum.
Committed to developing new and innovative ways of presenting and
teaching the traditional model of classical flute, the majority of her
research and scholarship focuses on cross-disciplinary collaboration between the arts. Through movement, singing and acting, she promotes an
approach to education and performance that highlights multiple aspects of
artistic expression.
A native of Iowa, Dr. Boysen received her Doctor of Musical Arts from the
University of Michigan, Master of Music from the New England Conservatory and Bachelor of Music from the University of North Carolina School of
the Arts. For more information, please visit: erikaboysen.com.
Joshua Anderson – Clarinetist - Joshua Anderson is an
active orchestral and chamber musician and has given
performances in such venues as Carnegie Hall and Lincoln Center's David Geffen Hall. Joshua currently holds
the position of principal clarinet with the Dearborn Symphony Orchestra and has played under the baton of such
conductors as Valery Gergiev and Peter Oundjian. As a chamber musician,
Joshua has performed internationally alongside members of the New York
and Berlin Philharmonic Orchestras. Outside of performing, Joshua is also
an active teacher. In addition to maintaining a private studio, he has taught
lessons for the University of Michigan and Yale University, and has worked
as a teaching artist for Yale's Music in Schools Initiative, the Morse Summer Music Academy, and the MPulse Clarinet Institute. In July, he will be
joining the music faculty at the University of Nevada as assistant professor
of clarinet. Joshua attended the Interlochen Arts Academy where he was a
student of Deborah Chodacki and holds degrees from the Peabody Institute
of the Johns Hopkins University and the Yale University School of Music,
having studied with Anthony McGill and David Shifrin respectively.
Personal website: https://www.joshuaandersonmusic.com/
Seohee Min - Violinist - Violinist Seohee Min enjoys performing a wide selection of repertoire, from early music
to classical to contemporary. She made her Carnegie Hall
debut in Pierre Boulez’s Mémoriale under the baton of
Daniel Barenboim. She has participated in festivals such
as Aspen, Bowdoin, Music Academy of the West, Colorado
College and ChamberFest at Juilliard. As a pioneer of contemporary works,
Seohee is an avid chamber musician and is a member of Aspen Contemporary Ensemble and Kaleidoscope Chamber Orchestra. She has made
appearances at Walt Disney Hall, David Geffen Hall and Whitney Museum
18
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of American Art as part of LA Philharmonic's Noon to Midnight Series in
November 2017 and NY Philharmonic’s Biennial Series in June 2016. With
a strong interest in early music as well, she performed in various cities
in India with Juilliard415 under the direction of David Hill in March 2017.
Seohee is currently pursuing her DMA at CUNY Graduate Center under the
tutelage of Rolf Schulte. She received her MM from The Juilliard School,
and BM/BA in Violin Performance and Business from University of Rochester/Eastman School of Music. She previously studied with Catherine Cho,
Lewis Kaplan, Renée Jolles, Oleh Krysa and James Buswell.
Personal website: https://seoheemin.weebly.com/
Lili Sarayrah – Violinist - A native of Amman, Jordan
and Knoxville, Tennessee, violinist Lili Sarayrah believes
in building communities through the power of music.
A graduate of the Eastman School of Music and the
University of Rochester as a student of Charles Castleman, Lili earned a Bachelor of Music Degree in Violin
Performance, an Arts Leadership Program Certificate, a Literary Translation Studies Certificate (Arabic-English), and completed the tuition-free
Kauffman Entrepreneurial Year Program with High Distinction. Having
recently graduated with a Master of Music Degree from Bard College as
a member of the inaugural class of The Orchestra Now, Lili performed as
concertmaster in Jazz at Lincoln Center and the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, in addition to principal second in Carnegie Hall and at the Bard Music
Festival. She has appeared with the Lucerne Festival Academy Orchestra,
the Aspen Summer Music Festival Orchestra, Yale’s Norfolk Chamber Music
Festival, the Bang on a Can Summer Music Festival, OSSIA New Music,
Ensemble Signal, and the International Contemporary Ensemble, and made
her solo debut with the Knoxville Symphony Orchestra at age 11.
Joachim Angster – Violist Joachim Angster has performed across France, Switzerland, Germany, and the
United States as a soloist, chamber, and orchestral
musician. Joachim has studied in France (Strasbourg and
Paris) and in the U.S (Cleveland), and holds a Master's
degree from the Lausanne Haute Ecole de Musique in
Switzerland. His main teachers have included P. Xuereb, T. Adamopoulos,
and G. Karni. Joachim joined the Tonhalle Orchestra of Zürich during the
2015-2016 season, where he worked with renowned conductors such as
Charles Dutoit, Bernard Haitink, David Zinman, Herbert Blomstedt, and
Sir Neville Marriner. In April and June 2018, he will participate in the final
round of the 2018 Anton Rubinstein International Viola Competition and in
the semi-final round of the 2018 Washington International Competition. In
2010, Joachim received the Pfimlin Prize from the city of Strasbourg; he
was a laureate of the French National Viola Competition in 2009 and 2010.
Passionate about chamber music, Joachim is a founding member of the
Valere String Quartet, with which he performed extensively in concerts
and festivals in Europe and the U.S.A, and recorded on multiple occasions
for the Swiss national radio. Joachim is currently pursuing his Doctorate
in Viola Performance at the University of Michigan, under the tutelage of
Caroline Coade.
JINN SHIN – Cellist - Born in South Korea and raised
in Portland, OR, cellist Jinn Shin is a dedicated orchestral and chamber musician. As an orchestral musician,
Jinn has served as the assistant principal of Eugene
Symphony Orchestra and the principal of the Orchestra
Now, MSM Symphony Orchestra, Aspen Philharmonia
Orchestra, and Eastman Philharmonia. Jinn is also an
avid chamber musician and was named as one of the winners of 2015
Celentano Award for Excellence in Chamber Music at Eastman School of
Music. In the past, she has collaborated with Kenji Bunch and members of
the Pink Martini. Jinn has been a part of numerous summer festivals such
as Aspen Music Festival, Colorado College Summer Music Festival, Bard
Music Festival, and New Mexico Chamber Music Festival.
Jinn is currently pursuing her M.M. at Manhattan School of Music under
the tutelage of Julia Lichten. She holds a B.M. in Cello Performance from
the Eastman School of Music and a B.A. in Brain & Cognitive Sciences
from University of Rochester. In addition, Jinn received an Arts Leadership
Program Certificate from Eastman with funded internships at BRAVO Youth
Orchestras and Eastman Pathways. She previously studied with Alan Harris, Steven Pologe, and Dorien de León.
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Siyuan Li – Pianist - Pianist Siyuan Li maintains an
active performing profile across the United States, Europe and Asia as a concert soloist, collaborative pianist
and new music promoter. She made her debut at the
Kennedy Center as well as Detroit Symphony Orchestra
Hall at the Mozart Music Festival 2017. As a soloist, she has performed
with the University of Michigan Symphony Orchestra, the Oberlin Orchestra, and the Chautauqua Music Festival Orchestra. She was invited to join
the Brancaleoni International Music Festival in Piobicco, Italy as a vocal
coach and the Baltimore International Piano Music Festival as an artist
in residence. Passionate about new music, Siyuan joined the new music
group Khemia Ensemble and the Four Corners Ensemble, where she has
made appearances at Strange and Beautiful Music 10 at New Music Detroit,
Missouri Experimental Sonic Arts Festival, National Sawdust Concert, and
Hartford Opera Theater's "New in Novemebr 8" Festival. Graduated form
the University of Michigan with a DMA, Siyuan is currently teaching at the
Jackson College and Eastern Michigan University as well as working as a
collaborative pianist at the University of Michigan.
Personal website: http://siyuanli.com/about.html
Nicholas Alexander Kaponyas is a Polish-American
pianist born in 1999. At the age of four, he began his
piano studies at KOBO Music Studio with Bozena Konkiel.
Since that time, Nicholas studied with exemplary pianists
and pedagogues such as Richard Shirk, Golda Tatz, and Martin Labazevitch.
At the age of fourteen, Nicholas was accepted to the Mannes Preparatory
Division where he studied with Marcia Eckert for four years.
In May of 2016, Nicholas won first prize in Mannes Prep’s Piano Accolades
Competition and then performed in a winners’ recital later that month. In
November 2016, Nicholas also won the Mannes Prep Concerto Competition
which allowed him to perform the first movement of Beethoven’s Third Piano Concerto with the Mannes Prep Philharmonic in May 2017 with Michael
Adelson as conductor.
Nicholas has participated in masterclasses with professors such as
Seymour Bernstein, Andrzej Jasinski, Ewa Poblocka, Anna Gorecka, and
Wojciech Switala. He has also worked with professors such as Pavlina
Dokovska, Spencer Myer, Zelma Bodzin, and Vladimir Valjarevic.
Nicholas Kaponyas has performed in many prestigious places such as the
Steifel Concert Hall at Mannes School of Music, Tishman Concert Hall at
The New School, the Polish Consulate in New York, the Kosciuszko Foundation, the Tenri Cultural Institute, the Polish and Slavic Center, and Steinway
Hall.
Currently, Nicholas Kaponyas studies piano performance with Eteri Andjaparidze at the Mannes School of Music.
ANETA KOSIN
REALIZATIONS
The poster is an important element of the visual identity.
Its mission is to quickly reach as many people as possible
with the simplest possible means of expression. Simplicity and synthesis constitute the sense of the poster and its success at the
same time.
Aneta Kosin - a well-known and respected artist. Graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts: Graphic Design and Painting Department in Łódź, Poland.
She is currently enrolled in PhD program at the Academy of Fine Arts in
Łódź, Poland. She has been active on the art scene for over 15 years and
exhibited all over the word with individual and group poster exhibitions.
Kosin's posters are in the collection of the Poster Museum in Wilanów,
Poland; Museum of the Cinematography and the Academy of Fine Arts in
Łódź, Poland and also in the collections of museums in France and Mexico.
In this exhibition, "Realizations", Kosin's posters concerning the society, culture and music. This is her first exhibition Realizations in the United States
at the Consulate General of the Republic of Poland in New York during XX
International Chopin & Friends Festival.
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Kosin's posters are strong visual interplay between the balanced form and
deeply engaged narrative message that she offers to the viewer. The artist
who was inspired by the tradition of the Polish School of Posters at the
beginning of her career, nowadays presents her own mature and individual
style in the posters.

SA and Phasma-Music. Several of his works have been performed on Polish television and Polish, Dutch, German, Finnish, Estonian and Australian
radio broadcasts.

Aneta Kosin is a laureate of many competitions related to poster art. She
participates in cultural life actively, including Łódź, the city she cooperates
with: the National Center of Culture, the Association of Polish Visual Artists
in Łódź, the Charlie Cinema, the Manhattan Gallery, AHE, Manufaktura and
the Polish Association for People with Mental Disabilities "Koło." Her current projects were created for: Teatr Nowy in Łódź, Bra Day in Łódź - Full
Breast Fusion and Academy of Fine Arts in Łódź.

In C for Clarinet, Viola (Cello) and Piano was composed in 1996. This piece
was dedicated to Prof. Marek Stachowski on the occasion of his 60th birthday. The first performance took place in April 1996 during Prof. Stachowski's jubilee concert organised by Academy of Music in Krakow, Poland.
The piece was premiered by Wojciech Komsta (cl), Michał Ferens (vla)
and Tomasz Chmiel (pfte). The premiere of the cello version by the New
Juilliard Ensemble took place in September 1996 during the Composer's
Courses in Radziejowice.

This time the poster for the cover of the catalogue of the XX International
Chopin & Friends Festival was designed by Aneta Kosin.
On a daily basis, Aneta Kosin is the owner of AK DEVISION which creates a
coherent and comprehensive visual identity for the companies.
Born 1971, Marcel Chyrzynski obtained his Master's
degree (with distinction) from the Academy of Music in
Krakow in 1995, where he studied composition with Prof.
Marek Stachowski, orchestration with Prof. Krzysztof
Penderecki and computer music with Prof. Marek Choloniewski. He also studied with such Fulbright scholars
from the U.S. as Richard Boulanger, Cindy McTee, and
Rodney Oaks. He has gained valuable experience and
training under the tutelage of composers such as Paul
Patterson, Sylvano Bussotti, Claude Lefebvre, Joji Yuasa, Boguslaw Schaeffer, Lidia Zielinska and Hanna Kulenty.
Among many Polish awards and citations, Chyrzynski has twice received
1st prize in the A.Krzanowski Competition for Young Composers in BielskoBiala for Miniature for solo clarinet (1988) and for Three Preludes for
clarinet and piano (1990), 1st prize for Four Love Lyrics for baritone and
piano in the 3rd All-Polish Adam Didur Composers' Competition in Sanok
(1994), citation for Piece for Orchestra in the Composers' Competition
organised by Polish Radio in Warsaw (1996), 3rd prize for Psalm 88 for
mixed choir in the 2nd All-Polish Composition Competition Musica Sacra in
Warsaw (1996), 3rd prize for ...similes esse bestiis for mixed choir in the
3rd All-Polish Composers' Competition Musica Sacra in Warsaw (1997) and
1st prize for Ferragosto per tromba, pianoforte e batteria in the Tadeusz
Baird Composition Competition for Young Composers in Warsaw (1997).
In 1998, Chyrzyński obtained a doctoral degree in composition at his alma
mater; and in 2010, the doktor habilitowany degree (professorial qualification) in music arts. Since 1994 he has worked as a lecturer and in 2010
became the Associate Professor at the Krakow Music Academy's Department of Composition, Interpretation and Musical Education. Since 2014 he
has been a director of the Institute of Composition, Conducting and Music
Theory.
He has been a visiting professor in Mexico (Universidad National Autónoma
de Mexico in Mexico City), South Africa (University of Pretoria, University
of Cape Town, University of the Witswatersrand in Johannesburg), South
Korea (Yeungnam University in Daegu, Inje University in Gimhae), Slovakia (Academy of Performing Arts in Bratislava) and the United States
(University of Southern California in Los Angeles), as well as at the Takefu
International Composition Workshop in Japan.
Since 1995 he has been a member of the Polish Composers' Union and in
2005-07, 2009-11 and 2013-19 a member of the Main Board of PCU. Since
2005 he also became a member of the Polish Society for Electroacoustic
Music. Since 2014 he has been a director of the International Festival of
Krakow Composers. Since 2016 he has been a president of the Krakow
Branch of the Polish Composers' Union.
His works have been performed in most European countries as well as in
Georgia, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Japan, South Korea, USA,
Canada, Mexico and Brazil.
His compositions have been published by PWM Edition and Edition Ferrimontana - Frankfurt, and have been released on 13 compact disc by DUX,
ZPR Records, Acte Préalable, The Institute of Art, PWM-DUX, Polish Radio
22
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www.chyrzynski.com

Marcel Chyrzyński
Jakub Polaczyk is a Polish composer and pianist living
in NewYork City. Jakub obtained his Artist Diploma in
Composition at Carnegie Mellon University (2013) as a
full scholarship recipient studying under Dr. Reza Vali. He
obtained his Master in Music from the Academy of Music
in Cracow, Poland (2010), and in 2009 he graduated with
M.A. and B.A in Musicology from the Jagiellonian University of Cracow. His
teachers in Poland were: Irena Rolanowska (piano), Marcel Chyrzynski
(composition), Krzysztof Penderecki (orchestration), Marek Choloniewski
(electronic music), Malgorzata Stankiewicz (musicology). Jakub is currently teaching at the New York Conservatory of Music. Jakub got invited
to participate in many international composition masterclasses including: Space City Festival in Houston(2018), June in Buffalo(2017), International Trombone Festival in Redlands (2017), The Oregon Bach Festival in
Eugene (2014), Synthesis in Poland (2013),Savellyspaja in Finalnd (2013),
SoundSCAPE Festival in Italy (2011),The Etchings Festival in France (2010),
and Ostrava Music Days in Czech Republic (2009). His compositions were
performed and premiered at: NYC Electroacustic Music Festival (2018), Ball
State New Music Festival (2018), Monteverdi and Contemporaries in Milano
(2018), Yuri Bashmet’s Festival in Sochi in Russia (2017), COLA MiseEn in
Brooklyn(2017), June in Buffalo (2017), Chopin and Friends in NYC (2015,
2016, 2017), NYCM - Students and Masters at the Carnegie Hall in New
York(2016), Blue Waters Orchestra in Cleveland (2014), San Francisco New
Music Annual Festival (2013), ISCM in Sydney (2010), Tre Colori in Budapest
(2010), Warsaw Autumn (2009) and at the numerous Music Conferences
in the United States (2013-2018). As a pianist he collaborated with many
artists and played with Carnegie Contemporary Ensemble, S.E.M., Mis-En,
Centre Stage at Ballet Arts in Pelham, Martha Graham Dance Company and
Cracow National Opera. He gave lectures and presentations at the Sichuan
Conservatory of Music (2015), Music Academy of Krakow (2014),Carnegie
Mellon University (2013, 2018) and many music schools in Poland. Jakub
has won numerous awards in composition and songwriting. The most
recent being: American Prize in Composition (two honorable distinctions
in professional choral and professional chamber instrumental composition category in 2018, also finalist in student chamber instrumental
category in 2014), distinction on the International Composition Competition
in memory of A. Schnitkee in Sochi (Russia, 2018), MACRO Composition
Competition distinction in Madison (2017), the 3rd Place at the Song Door
Songwriting Competition in Nashville (2015), the Iron Composer Award
winner at the 2013 Iron Competition held at Cleveland, Ohio and Polish
Composers Society Baird Award winner in 2013. In 2013 he also received
artistic scholarship from the Minister of Culture of Poland - "Young Poland".
In 2010 has received a music scholarship from the Major of the City of
Krakow. In both 2010 and 2007 he received the scholarship for artists from
the Sapere Auso Foundation. Jakub’s works are published by PWM, Feniks,
and Euterpe in Poland, and online by Babel Scores and Aromics. His music
is released by Ablaze Records in the USA. Jakub is a Steinway & Sons Artist partner, and a member of ASCAP and the Polish Composers Union and
since 2018 Music Director of the Chopin and Friends Festival in New York.
Styrophonic Willows is a piece written for the 100th anniversary of the independence of Poland. It is imaginative musical postcard of the landscape
of Poland connecting the past and presence. Willows are in polish tradition
a symbol of solidity, strength, magic, history and associated with Central
Poland and are inspiration for music of F. Chopin. The piece is written for
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the anniversary of the 20th Chopin Festival in New York. As an imaginative structure of the tree the piano is the root with Chopin Anagrams of the
notes FCH(b). On top of that use of the idee fixe of the rhythm of 1-9-1-8
(year of independence), often in independent tempos, creates illusion of
pre- and decomposed rubato of the birdlike motives.

Winners of the "New Vision" Composition Competition
RICHARD HELLER: born in Vienna (Austria) 1954; studied
at the Vienna State University of Music 1972 - 1979.
since 1979 teaching music theory and composition at
the Leopold-Mozart-Conservatory of Music, Augsburg
(Germany), since 1999 the Music University NürnbergAugsburg, since 2008 Leopold-Mozart-Zentrum at Augsburg University performances and radio broadcasts in many countries
in Europe, America, Africa and Asia recordings for radio, CD, LP and MC;
numerous commissions by soloists, ensembles and organisations performed (among others) by Vienna State Opera Choir, Gewandhausquartett
Leipzig (string quartet), Novak Quartet, Prague (string quartet), Augsburg
Philharmonic, Radio Symphony Orchestra Ljubljana (Slovenia), Niederösterreichisches Tonkünstler-Orchester (Vienna), Symphony Orchestra Pazardhik (Bulgaria), Orquesta Sinfonica Provincial de Santa Fe (Argentina),
Orquesta Sinfonica Provincial de Rosario (Argentina), Mecklenburgische
Staatskapelle (Mecklenburg State Orchestra) Schwerin (Germany), Vienna
Chamber Players, Rostock Nonet (Germany), Harry Sparnaay (Netherlands), Garde Republicaine (Paris), piano duo Matthies-Köhn and Maximilian Hornung (violoncello) [ARD-Prize winners] etc. numerous prizes and
awards.
Richard Heller contributed to almost all genres of music (except music
theatre till now), he wrote orchestral music including solo concertos, music
for keyboards and vocal music, but as well pieces for symphonic wind
orchestra and a considerable number of chamber music pieces including standard scorings as string quartet, brass quintet, piano trio, string
trio, string or wind instruments with piano, but some of them for rare
instrumental combinations like organ and piano, four guitars, piano duo,
flute and accordion, woodwinds and harp, percussion trio, decet and nonet
(winds and strings), alto sax/bass clarinet and vibes/marimba, 8 violoncellos etc. publishers include Edition Kunzelmann / Zürich, Bärenreiter-Verlag
/ Kassel, Loosmann-Musikverlag / Ettenheim, Vogt & Fritz / Schweinfurt,
Intermezzo / Berlin. It is Richard Heller’s aim to balance emotion and
construction in his works thus addressing both people just listening and
others analysing professionally. Starting point for composing is mostly
the imagination of instrumental colours (therefore the sense for rare
combinations) leading to motif materials which in their turn lead to the
architecture of the pieces. All of his music is to a great deal designed as
if the different instruments/players would discuss with each other. The
harmonic shaping is strongly influenced by Jazz harmonies, but also trying
to integrate tonality and atonality in one, what may be the great task of us
all for the 21st century. born in Vienna (Austria) 1954; studied at the Vienna
State University of Music 1972 - 1979. Since 1979 teaching music theory
and composition at the Leopold-Mozart-Conservatory of Music, Augsburg
(Germany), since 1999 the Music University Nürnberg-Augsburg, since
2008 Leopold-Mozart-Zentrum at Augsburg University. performances and
radio broadcasts in many countries in Europe, America, Africa and Asia
recordings for radio, CD, LP and MC; numerous commissions by soloists,
ensemblesIt is Richard Heller’s aim to balance emotion and construction in
his works thus addressing both people just listening and others analysing
professionally. Starting point for composing is mostly the imagination of
instrumental colours (therefore the sense for rare combinations) leading
to motif materials which in their turn lead to the architecture of the pieces.
All of his music is to a great deal designed as if the different instruments/
players would discuss with each other The harmonic shaping is strongly
influenced by Jazz harmonies, but also trying to integrate tonality and
atonality in one, what may be the great task of us all for the 21st century.
The 3 Miniatures are pieces to be executed en suite or as single pieces (for
instance as an encore). Each of the 3 pieces is employing certain materials and musical patterns which are developed in nuances. The original
version is for violin and piano. According to the suggestion of the publisher
2 alternate scorings have been written, using either clarinet or alto flute instead of the violin, with rather few ossia sections compared to the original
version.
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YE Leishuo was born in a musical family in 1996 in
Shanghai, China. He started to study piano at 5, and had
already shown the unique music talent in his childhood.
In 2009, he entered the Music Middle School Affiliated to
the Shanghai Conservatory of Music, and studied composition with YUE Miao. In 2015, he was admitted to the
Central Conservatory of Music, and continued to study composition with
Prof. HU Yinyue and famous composer GUO Wenjing. His works include
chamber music Through the Light of Glass selected in the first Anniversary Concert of Blueair Contemporaries Concert Series, its refined and
personalized sound demonstrates his special sense of music for the color.
In 2016, under the guidance of Prof. Guo Wenjing, Ye leishuo finished the
one-scene chamber opera The Contrapuntal of Subconscious, based on the
American micro-film Subconscious Disconnect. In this 25-minute chamber
opera, he cooperates with the director and opera actors, and utilizes stage
art and multimedia techniques. These challenges provide him with valuable experience in composing music drama. On December 12, 2016, this
chamber opera premiered in the Central Conservatory of Music Concert
Hall, Beijing, and received wide acclaim. At the same time, his guqin and
string quartet Near and Far also received its premiere, this work embodies
the new thinking and exploration through the fusion of Chinese traditional
music culture and Western composition techniques. In 2017 November, Ye
Leishuo was sent to Vienna for one year exchange study in University for
Music and performing Arts Vienna, study with professor Reinhard.Karger.
"Soldification of the Autumn" - The author added the sound effect of
simulated percussion to the sound of the flute, creating a hazy and Oriental
tone. The point of the flute and the line of the viola form a mutually reinforcing relationship, and the whole melody is transformed between sound
and silence through the blanks in the progression of the phrase.
Karol Osman – born in 1995; composer, arranger, music
teacher, organist and accompanist. In 2017 he has
graduated from undergraduate studies at the Academy of
Music in Krakow in the class of composition with professor W. Widlak. Now he continues postgraduate studies
with the specialization: composition of film and theatre
music. During his studies he has participated in individual classes with,
among others, Zygmunt Krauze, Hanna Kulenty, Richard Bellis, Christine
Meissner, Gabriela Ortiz, Ivan Buffa. His pieces have been performed many
times during intera alia concerts organized by Composition Student’s Scientific Organisation and 30th International Festival of Krakow Composers.
Karol Osman is the author of music for, among others, film Alicja and Stay
directed by Paulina Michta and theatrical performance Miss Julie directed
by Przemyslaw Ostrowski. Since 2018 he has been working as a music
teacher in National Music School in Kielce.
-- Whisper in purple for ensemble (violin, viola and piano). The composition is the individual form of contemplation in frame of repetitive figures
juxtaposed in different contexts.
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THEATRE PANOPTICUM & GUESTS
Woman's Victory

PANOPTICUM THEATRE
POLAND
The Youth Culture Centre ‘Pod Akacją’ in Lublin, Poland

When:

Where:

Saturday, November 17, 2018 at 8 PM
*Free Admission

Polish and Slavic Center
177 Kent Street
Brooklyn, NY 11222

Exhibition:

PANOPTICUM Theatre Group was founded in 1985 by Mieczysław Wojtas,
the artistic director and theatre director who has run it till today.
The members of the Theatre are high school and university students for
whom it is the first opportunity to gain experience as actors. Some of them
have become famous actors, theatre directors and critics in Poland and
abroad working for theater, film, radio and television.

Charming Disaster

PANOPTICUM made over 70 productions and won numerous Polish and
international rewards in numerous prestigious contests and festivals. A
few tv documentaries were made about the Theatre and two rewarded
performances were presented on Polish television. The Theatre travelled a
lot across Europe.

Ellia Bisker -singer/songwriters (of Sweet Soubrette and Funkrust Brass
Band) and Jeff Morris - singer/songwriters (of Kotorino)

All music compositions and vocal arrangements for Panopticum Theatre
shows of the last 10 years were created by Piotr Tesarowicz.

“Charming Disaster sound like the music that Pugsley and Wednesday
Addams might have made after listening to the Decemberists, Squeeze and
some Chopin.” –Yes! Weekly

‘The Victory of Women’

Uta Szczerba – painting
Piotr Powietrzynski – photography

Theatre Panopticum MDK Pod Akacja w Lublinie
This year, the theater prepared a play under the title "Women's Victory"
written by Henryk Cioczek, a doctor and activist of the New York Polonia
directed by Mieczyslaw Wojtas.
The play shows the problems of a Polish doctor who, being an emigrant
from Poland in the middle of the 19th century, was the first woman to open
three hospital institutions for women and children in the USA.
Brooklyn-based musical duo Charming Disaster
was formed in 2012 by singer/songwriters Ellia
Bisker (of Sweet Soubrette and Funkrust Brass
Band) and Jeff Morris (of Kotorino). Inspired by the
gothic humor of Edward Gorey and Tim Burton, the
noir storytelling of Raymond Chandler, the murder
ballads of the Americana tradition, and the dramatic flair of the cabaret,
they write songs that tell stories, using two voices to explore dark narratives and characters with a playful sensibility, combining vocal harmonies
and clever lyrics with ukulele, guitar, and virtuosic foot percussion. In
their critically acclaimed albums Love, Crime & Other Trouble (2015) and
Cautionary Tales (2017), they have explored themes like love, death, crime,
ancient mythology, and the paranormal. Their song “Ghost Story” was
featured on the hit podcast Welcome to Night Vale, and they have toured
around the United States; recent performances include Joe's Pub at The
Public Theater in NYC, Brooklyn’s historic Green-Wood Cemetery, the North
Carolina Museum of Art, and the Edgar Allan Poe Museum in Richmond, VA.
Hudson Valley Magazine writes: "They have made a name for themselves
with literature-inspired songs that meld folklore and mythology with
croon-worthy melodies." charmingdisaster.com

The performance is an adaptation of a theatre play by Dr. Henryk Cioczek, a
Polish doctor born in Lublin, Poland. He lives in New York and is engaged in
the promotion of Polish culture and artists in the United States of America.
Henryk Cioczek is the author of a few books in which he describes not only
his scientific career as a doctor in the USA, but also writes stories of a terrible fate of Poles and Jews and his own family during the World War II (for
example: Stażysta Bellevue Hospital New York, Biskup w pasiaku, Polska
Jerozolima – historia przetrwania).
The play shows strong Polish – American accents and gives a story of two
Polish doctors who are imigrants to America in the middle of the 19th century and first develop health care and scientific medical activity across the
ocean. They prove heroism, professional determination and independence
of sexes in unceasing fight of keeping their brave ideas. It turns out that
the problem of women fighting for their rights and position in social and
professional life is no more only history but takes place now and here. The
same interpretation of the contemporary battle of sexes apart from historical is offered by Panopticum Theatre in the play ‘The Victory of Women’.
Author: Henryk Cioczek
Text adaptation: the actors
Diection: Mieczysław Wojtas
Music and vocal preparation; piano: Piotr Tesarowicz
Actors: Aleksandra Radwan, Katarzyna Osiak, Magdalena Gorgol-Rzepecka, Aleksandra Palczewska, Karolina Hasiec, Jakub Oszust, Bartłomiej
Wiater, Emil Janczak.

Ellia Bisker is a singer/songwriter and musician whose musical work has
been praised in particular for her lyrics; her linguistic precision and her interest in narrative which comes out of her background as a writer and editor. Her band Sweet Soubrette has released four albums since 2008, and
recently released a new single inspired by David Lynch’s book Catching
the Big Fish. She also contributes lyrics and vocals to a range of projects,
including Psy’Aviah, a Belgian electronic project, and Funkrust Brass Band,
a brass-punk ensemble based in NYC.
Jeff Morris studied film scoring at Berklee College of Music for one year
before being lured away to play guitar in an eccentric rock band. He has
been pursuing music composition and lyrical storytelling in their varied
forms ever since. In 2008 he started the 9-piece parlor rock ensemble
Kotorino, for which he writes, arranges and sings. Kotorino’s music is
informed by a “mis-hearing” of different popular styles (50’s mambo, 30’s
gypsy jazz, 80’s dancehall, French Chanson, Americana) to create eclectic
musical narratives that have earned critical praise from WNYC and others.
Kotorino’s third album Sea Monster was released in late 2017.
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“Victory of Women”
Henryk Cioczek, M.D, Ph.D.
The performance is an adaptation of the play by Dr. Henryk Cioczek, titled “the Victory of Women”. Dr. Cioczek is
a Polish doctor born in Lublin, Poland, who has lived in
New York for 30 years, and has always been engaged in
the promotion of Polish artists and culture in the United
States. He is an author of five books, which tell the story
of his medical, scientific and business career in the United States and tells
the dramatic fate of Polish and Jewish people, along with the story of his
own family during the second World War. The books such as “The intern
of Bellevue Hospital”, “Bishop in Stripes”, “Polish Jerusalem – the Story of
Survival” or “The Fight for the Secret of Life”.

Highlights as a volunteer:
• Organizing Easter breakfast at King Jagiello Monument
Central Park, New York City (1999-2015)
• Teaching art to impoverished children 3 months in Ecuador (2005)
• Working for the Catholic Church in the Old City of Jerusalem:
Several months every year, since 2006
After many years of experimenting with crafts in natural materials, Uta is
now returning to the purer art forms of painting and drawing.
www.utavogue.com
utavogueny@aol.com

The play tells the story of the ambitious Polish sisters, Maria Zakrzewska,
a physician, and Anna Zakrzewska, a nurse, who opened “The New York
Infirmary for Women and Children”, the first hospital in the history of the
world run, staffed and dedicated for the less fortunate women and children
of New York.
They are involved in establishing completely new medical fields and
medical services, as well as new breakthroughs in obstetrics and surgery.
Thanks to their friend and mentor, Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell, the first woman
physician in the world, they can prove that woman are as good as men in
the medical field, and can perform surgeries because of their gifts, talents,
determination and heroism.
The play is set in New York, with Polish-American accents, however because of it’s depth and importance it is an international story which has it’s
roots in the XIX century yet still rings true today.
Because of Dr. Maria Zakrzewska's work in the emancipation of women in
the medical field she will forever have an honorary place in the pantheon of
the outstanding Poles. The story should be read or seen by all Poles and all
women. It is necessary to find Maria Zakrzewska a place in our memories,
and hearts, of all Polish and American people, and all women to whom she
dedicated her whole life.
Uta Szczerba: Artist, Designer
Background:
• Born in Poland: resident of New York City since 1991
• Degree in Visual Graphics: Krakow Academy of Fine
Arts in Katowice
• Graphic, set & costume designer for Gdańsk
Television, Poland: 1974-1980
Highlights from 35 years of experimenting with crafts:
• New York Times, Style Section, feature article: “Her designs have a wild
character that suggest Karl Lagerfeld’s frenzied furs for Fendi. The
patterns are always abstract, the designs asymmetric.” (April 26, 1992)
• “Rosary,” a painting on silk, presented at the 16th Marian Festival:
Saints Peter & Paul Church: Great Meadows, NJ (2007)
• Hand-painted silk scarves and sarongs:
Sold at the Metropolitan Opera Shop: New York City (2002)
• Designer of her team’s entry, World Ice Sculpture Championship:
Fairbanks, Alaska (2001)
• Numerous artistic engagements:
• Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences of America, New York City
• Fashion exhibits at the Polish Consulate, Klub Europa & the gallery
of Kurier Plus
• A highly original line of hats: etsy.com/shop/utavogue
• Exhibit of applied art at the Union of American Artists
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GRAND FINALE: Celebration of

Women In light
of the Centenary of Women's Right to Vote in Poland

When:

Where:

Sunday, November 18, 2018 at 7:30 PM

Weill Recital Hall at Carnegie Hall
57th Street and Seventh Avenue
Entrance near 154 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019

Producer - Fundacja Ars Activa and Chopin Music Society of Montreal
Tickets: 35$ and 45$
Carnegie Charge 212-247-7800 Carnegiehall.org
Online: Niepodlegla100.com

GRAŻYNA BACEWICZ
Polish Caprice
(1909-1969)			
LUDOMIR RÓŻYCKI
(1884-1953)

Aria Caton „To dawny mój znajomy”

KAROL SZYMANOWSKI
(1881-1937)

Roxana's Song and Tarantella

WALDEMAR KAZANIECKI
(1929-1991)

Barbara’s Waltz from “Nights and Days”

BRENDA RUSSELL
b.1949

I’m here from „The Colour Purple”

GEORGE GERSHWIN
(1867-1944)

Summertime from „Porgy and Bess”

ANDREW LLOYD WEBER
(1867-1944)

I could’ve danced all night from „My Fair Lady”

The musical program will be completed by poetry of the 1996 Noble Prize
Winner Wisława Szymborska and speeches of the legendary Polish actress, Helena Modrzejewska.
When our men, exhausted by wars and defeats, became despondent and disheartened – it was the Polish woman who stood like a guardian angel at the
doors of their conscience. She it was who encouraged them, always ready to
lay down her life for the welfare and independence of her country. It was she
who taught her sons how to defy our enemies, she who preserved the tradition of honour, patriotism, valor, and integrity, not allowing herself a moment
to rest. Our enemies are making a great mistake if they think that they can kill
patriotism. As long as there is one Polish woman left alive Poland will not die.
Helena Modrzejewska, The World's Congress of Representative Women,
Chicago, 1893
Program:
MARIA SZYMANOWSKA
(1789-1831)

Świtezianka / The Nymph of Lake Świteź

FRYDERYK CHOPIN
(1810-1849)

Songs "Życzenie", "Piosnka Litewska, "Gdzie lubi"
Piano Trio in g minor op. 9 – I. Allegro con fuoco
Three Mazurkas, op. 59 [dedicated to Cécile
Mendelssohn]
Nocturne c minor op. 48 dedicated to Laure Duperré
· Paderewski:
Nocturne, op. 16,dedicated to Princess Bas
saraba de Brancovan · Szymanowski:
Étude op. 4, no 1, dedicated to Natalia Neuhaus

		
		

STANISŁAW MONIUSZKO Aria from the opera „The Countess” / Aria Hrabiny
(1819-1872)
Aria from the opera "Halka"
HENRYK WIENIAWSKI
(1835-1880)

Kujawiak in A minor [dedicated to K. Kożuchowska]
Scherzo-Tarantelle, op. 16		

***
IGNACY JAN PADEREWSKI Mélodie, op. 16 [dedicated to Marie Trelat]
(1860-1941)
GIACCOMO PUCCINI
(1858-1924)

O mio babbino caro from « Gianni Schicchi »

VICTOR HEBERT
(1859-1924)

Art is calling me from “The Enchantress”

STEPHEN FLAHERTY
b.1960

Journey to the Past from „Anastasia”
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KATE LIU – Bronze medal winner of the 17th International Chopin Piano Competition
Bronze medal winner of the 2015 International Chopin
Competition in Warsaw as well as winner of the highly
prestigious Polish Radio prize for best performance of
a mazurka, Kate Liu was seen by many jurors and musicians as the Competition’s most original artistic personality. During the Chopin Competition,
Liu received the highest score of 10 an unprecedented three times, and
won the hearts of her Polish audience with the authenticity of her Chopin
playing.
According to pianist and Chopin specialist Janusz Olejniczak, Liu’s performance of Chopin’s Polonaise-Fantaisie during the competition was simply
the best he had ever heard.
Liu studied at the Music Institute of Chicago, and is a graduate of Philadelphia’s legendary Curtis Institute of Music. At age 14, she was chosen to
perform Schubert’s Fantasy in F minor for four hands with Lang Lang at
Chicago’s Symphony Center.
Ever since her win at the Chopin Competition, Liu’s schedule has been
filled with memorable performances in Europe, Asia and the United States.
In a glowing review of her recital, the Washington Post calls her a “grand
talent.”
IWONA KOWALKOWSKA – Soprano
Graduate of the Karol Szymanowski Music Academy in
Bydgoszcz, she was for many years soloist of the Opera
Nova in Budgoszcz and the Warsaw Chamber Opera. She
has sung such roles as Hanna (Haunted Manor - Moniuszko), Mercedes (Carmen – Bizet) and Donna Elvira
(Don Giovanni – Mozart). As a soloist she has played on
many concert scenes in Poland, Germany, Great Britain,
Netherlands, Belarus, South Korea and others performing with renown
ensembles. The aim of her artistic activity for many years is bringing back
forgotten Polish lyrical vocal repertoire. She has recorded numerous CDs
including the 2014 Oskar Kolberg "Songs for voice with a piano" and 2008
Cycle of songs „Słonko” of Stanisław Niewiadomski. Since 2005, she has
been teaching solo voice, first at the Chopin Music Academy of Warsaw
department in Białystok, then as a visiting professor at the Keimyung
Chopin Academy in Daegu, South Korea. Since 2009, she works as Associate Professor at the Paderewski Academy of Music in Poznań. For her
work as a vocal performer Iwona Kowalkowska was awarded a unanimous
1st prize at the Concours International de Chant Degré Supérieur (Paris
2004). In 2014, the President of Poland, in recognition of the ensemble of
her professional work, gave her the honorary title of Professor of the Art of
Music in Vocal Studies
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LILIANA KOMOROWSKA – Master of Ceremony
Liliana Komorowska, an accomplished artist has Master’s
in Fine Art from Theatre Academy in Warsaw. Her debut
as Abigail in The Crucibles won her first Award from the
Polish Television Academy. She has performed in Theatre
and Film in Poland, England, United Stated and Canada.
Moshe Mizrahi, Oscar-winner, directed her in War and Love. In Mother Love
(BAFTA award), she played with Dame Diana Rigg. Moving to California
brought her Hollywood hits Screamers, The Assignment, The Art of War
staring Aidan Quinn, Donald Sutherland, Sir Ben Kingsley, Wesley Snipes.
She played with Jeanne Moreau in Romeo and Juliette. She produced and
directed Award-winning documentaries Beauty and the Breast and short
docudrama To My Father. Liliana is a founder of her Foundation Liliana
Komorowska for the Arts, promoting Polish culture.
MAJESTE AMOUR PEARSON – Broadway and Star of the
Four Waiting.
MAJESTE PEARSON made her Broadway debut last season in Rocktopia. She was most recently seen on Season
2 of “The Four on Fox: Battle for Stardom”. She was the
first contestant to unseat an original member of The
Four. Her performances of songs like Adele's Someone Like You" and Sia's
"Chandelier" earned thousands of fans around the world. She received a
scholarship to attend the professional conservatory for musical theatre at
the New York Film Academy.
Majeste has competed in the finals of the Fame Show Choir National Championship Series and won Best Female soloist at each stage of the series.
A glimpse of her childhood has been filmed, as she is the daughter of
bishop Carlton Pearson whose life was depicted in the Netflix Biopic ‘Come
Sunday’ starring Chipotle Ejiofer. She’s been invited to perform in South
Africa, Thailand, & Mexico. Her favorite regional theatre roles include Aida
in Aida; Sarah in Ragtime and Dorothy in The Wiz. She attended the final
Shine Tour as part of Actors Models and Talent for Christ. There she earned
the Overall Singer Award.

into a spell” and by Meinbezirk Newspaper (Austria) as “a young American
pianist of special class”, Yang continues to receive international acclaim for
an emotional and philosophical approach to music, and an ability to create
a deep connection with audiences.
Polish-Canadian Violinist Nadia Monczak has played solo with the Brandenburgisches Staatsorchester Franfkurt Oder, the Polish Radio Chamber
Orchestra “Amadeus”, Toruń Philharmonic, Sudety Philharmonic, Koszalin
Philharmonic and many others. Recitals and chamber music concerts
have brought her to perform in in Canada, United States, Russia, Germany,
Switzerland, Italy, Greece, Iceland, Netherlands, Poland, Slovakia, Ukraine,
Serbia, Romania, Peru and Chile. She has studied in Canada, Netherlands
and Switzeland under prof. Landsman, prof. Belkin and prof. Zakhar Bron.
Nadia has recently started including humanitarian work in her professional activities, notably travelling to Greece to volunteer in music with
refugee kids.
Japanese cellist Junko Fujii moved to Moscow at the age of 12 to pursue
her cello studies, first at the Academic Music College of the Consevatory
and later at the Moscow State Conservatory of P.I. Tchaikovsky. She subsequently did her Masters at the Leopold-Mozart-Zentrum in Augsburg, Germany and currently works in Berlin, while continuing studies at the Music
Academy Basel. Junko has won 3. Prize at the XI International Competition
for String Players in Togliatti, 3. Prize at the International Cello Competition
in Liezen, Austria, and 2. prize at the International Concert Competition
"Debut in the Laeiszhalle Hamburg". She is a scholarship recipient of the
Agency for Cultural Affairs of Japan, Meijiyasuda Cultural Foundation and
Vladimir Spivakov Foundation.

KATARZYNA JOANNA SPERECZYNSKA – Opera and Musical Theatre Singer
See Bio on Page 10

Junko

Andrew

Nadia

PANDEIA ENSEMBLE
Taking its name from the Greek term Πανδεία, meaning "all brightness", the
Pandeia Ensemble is formed by soloists from North America, Europe and
Asia, who have created bridges between different cultures through their
performance, competition and musical education experience from different
parts of the globe.
Deemed by The Examiner as "a prodigy, [running] the emotional gamut
from brooding introspection to manic exuberance”, 25-year-old American
pianist, Andrew Junglin Yang, has begun an active performance career
across the United States, Europe, and Canada. Recent engagements have
include tours across New York, California, Canada, Spain, Austria, Germany,
and Poland, at venues such as Victor Borge Hall, Carnegie Hall, Museum
of Modern Art, Murphy Recital Hall, American Yacht Club, Mozarthaus
in Vienna, and Krakow Jewish Cultural Center. Recently, Yang was a
finalist in the coveted 2018 Serge & Olga Koussevitzky Piano Competition in New York City, and was also awarded a special mention at the 6th
Euregio Piano Award International Competition in Germany. Yang has also
garnished prizes at numerous other competitions including the Metropolitan International Piano Competition, International Heida Hermanns Piano
Competition, Thaviu Issac Piano Competition, Los Angeles International
Liszt Competition, Evanston Music Club Competition, San Francisco Chopin
Competition, and the Menuhin/Dowling Musicians Competition. Regarded
by Geilenkirchener Zeitung (Germany) as “inspiring, drawing the audience
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Andrzej
Kaminski, ESQ

Sponsors

Media Sponsors

The Consulate General of the
Republic of Poland

Nowy Dziennik

Attorney and Counselor At Law

Stowarzyszenie Weteranów Armi
Polskiej w Ameryce Okręg 2

Polish Cultural Institute

Super Express

Polish & Slavic Center

Kuriet Plus

Polish & Slavic Federal Credit
Union

White Eagle
Echo Polonijne

Kosciuszko Foundation
Adam Mickiewicz Institute
Medicus
Pulaski Association of Bussiness
and Professional Men, Inc.
Janina Kuncik, Self Reliance (NY)
Federal Credit Union
Bolek Ryzinski, Architect
Solarz Bros Printing Corp.

,,Proud to promote
Polish-American
Initiatives’’

Klimat Bar & Restaurant
Shining Sung

PSC

Elzbieta Baumgartner, “Poradnik
Sukces”
Edward Pritulak, Accounting
Tadeusz Figwer
Zygmunt Staszewski,
Z.S. Engineering
Trident Contracting

"New York State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew M. Cuomo and the New York State Legislature."

We help clients with:
§ Accidents at work
§ Auto accidents
§ Civil litigation
§ Criminal cases
§ Social Security Disability

Law Oﬃce of Andrew Kaminski
79 Greenpoint Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11222
Tel: (718) 389-0450 Tel. 24/7: (973) 303-0498
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OUR CREDIT UNION…
MORE THAN A BANK

Our unique understanding of the Polish & Slavic community lets us understand your and your family's financial needs. Our representatives speak Polish and English
to serve you better. For over forty years we have been
providing Polonia with financial products and services
such as checking, savings and IRA accounts. We also
offer a variety of VISA® credit, debit and gift cards. In the
past few years we have significantly expanded our electronic services, giving members access to a full range of
online and mobile banking services. We also take pride
in offering a wide array of residential and commercial
mortgages and consumer loans, all at very competitive
rates. Please visit one of our branches in New York and
New Jersey and experience the credit union difference!

Join us today!
100 MCGUINNESS BLVD.
BROOKLYN, NY 11222

.
619 WEST EDGAR RD
LINDEN, NJ 07036

990 CLIFTON AVE.
CLIFTON, NJ 07013

140 GREENPOINT AVE.
BROOKLYN, NY 11222

1260 60TH ST.
BROOKLYN, NY 11219

66-14 GRAND AVE.
MASPETH, NY 11378

75 RIVER DRIVE,
GARFIELD, NJ 07026

6903 FRESH POND RD.
RIDGEWOOD, NY 11385

314 GREAT NECK RD.
COPIAGUE, NY 11726

375 PATERSON AVE.
WALLINGTON, NJ 07057

1110 N. OLDEN AVE.
TRENTON, NJ 08638

667 CHESTNUT ST.
UNION, NJ 07083

1919 HYLAN BLVD
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10305

1.855.PSFCU.4U | www.psfcu.com

